BASS RIVER ROD & GUN CLUB, INC.
PO Box 29, Yarmouthport, MA 02675 ~ 508-375-9395 ~ www.bassriverrodandgun.com

PRESIDENT’S NEWS With March
soon approaching, it appears we
are finally at the tail-end of a very
mild winter.
Our three shotgun programs have
been able to operate throughout
the winter with little interference
from Mother Nature and we have
been able to bring our new
pistol/rifle
house
to
near
completion. I would like to thank
Ed Teague, Kevin York, Frank
Bicchieri, Stu Saposnik, Greg
Miller, John Vanderhoef, Tim Kent,
The Wednesday Workers, John
O’Connor, Steve Noyes and all of
the RSO’s that helped these
gentlemen
operate
programs
throughout the winter so our
members who remain on the Cape
can continue to shoot during these
months.
Steve Grindell, Ron
Napolitan and Steve Noyes already
have IDPA events on the calendar
for March. As the names of the
months get shorter and the days
get longer, I look forward to
hearing the sound of more
gunshots in the air over Bass River.
I will see you all down the range!
President Chris Whiting
DIRECTORS MEETING: March
20. The Directors meetings are
always held on the third Friday of
each month at 7:30 PM. All
members are encouraged to attend
and share your views. The more
you participate, the better your
club becomes.
MONTHLY MEMBER DINNER:
Member Dinners are held each
month before the Directors

Meeting. Social Hour begins at 6
PM and dinner is typically served
by 6:30 (ish). BYOB of any kind.
Reservations are required by the
Tuesday preceding the dinner. To
place your reservation call the Club
Business line 508-375-9395 and
leave your name, membership
number and number attending.
You will not receive a call back but
will be put on the dinner list. The
reservation list will be posted in the
kitchen. If you are a no-show, you
will be asked to support the Club
by paying for your meal. Larry’s
planning an Italian feast for March.
No news is
REMEMBRANCE:
good news. If you know of a
member or member’s family that
is ill or has passed away, please l
me know. As we like to think of you
as family, our support is always
here. Steve Noyes
INDOOR RANGE: Open Shooting
Night. The Indoor Range will be
open the Wednesday following the
monthly board meetings from 6-8
PM. Open Range Night will be
staffed by Club CRSOs and
Instructors who will be available to
give
guidance
and
answer
questions. The CRSO Committee
OUTDOOR RANGE: REMEMBER.
You
must
complete
Range
Orientation Parts I and II to shoot
at the outdoor range. All shooters
must
show
their
current
membership card and photo ID
before signing in to shoot.
IDPA: IDPA and USPSA will be
starting their respective schedules

MARCH 2020

All Ranges are Open
with Range Officer
Supervision. Closings
due to inclement
weather or unforeseen
circumstances are
posted on the club
website.
RIFLE/PISTOL RANGE
HOURS
MON-FRI 12-4 PM*
SAT & SUN 10 AM-4 PM*
Note: Ranges closed Sat.
@2:30 before Sun. Matches

SHOTGUN RANGE
HOURS
members $4;
non-members $6
CLAYS:
SAT. 9 AM-1 PM;
SUN 10 AM-1 PM
TRAP:
WED. 12-3 PM;
SUN. 1-3 PM
SKEET:
THURS. 9-12; SAT 9-12;
SUN. 10-1 PM

BASS RIVER ROD & GUN CLUB SHOOTING RANGE ORIENTATION PROGRAM

R/P
RANGE
HOURS
In order
to use the Indoor
Range and the Outdoor Rifle and Pistol Ranges, Members must complete the Safe Range

Orientation
It is in two
parts. The Program is staffed by NRA Certified Chief Range Safety Officers and NRA
RANGES Program.
ARE OPEN
WITH
Range Safety Officers who have been providing extra help and refresher instruction to our members. In the end, keeping
RANGE
OFFICER
the
Bass River
firing ranges safe is the best way to insure the continuation of the Club into the future. You must make a
SUPERVISION
reservation
to take the courses. Email the Corresponding Secretary at operations@bassriverrodandgun.com to
schedule.

MON-FRI 1-4 PM SAFETY ORIENTATION – PART I: INDOOR RANGE

Course is held at 6 PM sharp. You must arrive by 5:45 for check-in. Course will run approximately 2 hours. It is limited to
SAT & SUN 10 AM-4 PM
16 participants. Members may not shoot on any range until they have completed this program. Members must bring their
own firearm, approximately 50 rounds SHOTGUN
of ammunition, eyeRANGE
and hearing HOURS
protection and their current membership card. Apr.
22, May 20, June 24, July 22, Aug. 26, Sept. 23, Oct. 21, Nov. 25.

SHOTGUN RANGES ARE OPEN WITH RANGE OFFICER SUPERVISION
members $4;- non-members
$6 RANGE
RANGE ORIENTATION
PART II: OUTDOOR

Course runs one hour. All members who wish to use the outdoor range will have to complete both Part I
and Part II. You will not be allowed to shoot at the
outdoor range until you have completed both courses.
CLAYS:
All classes begin at 9AM; you need to arrive
by
8:45AM
for PM;
check-in. Members must bring eyes/ears/
SAT. 9 AM-1
favorite firearm, 15 rounds of ammunition and their current membership card. 2020 schedule: Apr. 25,
SUN 10 AM-1 PM
May 23, June 27, July 25, Aug. 29, Sept. 26, Oct. 24, Nov. 28.

TRAP:

If you need assistance, we offer the NRA HOME FIREARMS SAFETY COURSE and each month the indoor
range is open for training assistance in both safe gun handling and basic marksmanship. Please see the
calendar and/or website for more information.

in April 2020. The first and third
Sundays will be the Action Pistol
match days with set up days the
Saturday afternoon before the
match. Help with set up is
ALWAYS NEEDED.
There will be a 5x5 IDPA
classifier held indoors at the club
on March 15, 2020 starting at
8:30 AM. If you are interested in
attending please let me know at
cylinderboy97@gmail.com.
There will be an abbreviated 4
stage warm up match on March
29, 2020 commencing at the
regular time of 10AM (check in
at 9:30)to start off the season.
Steve Noyes
PISTOL LEAGUE: With only 5
matches left in the 2019-2020
winter league season, your Pistoleros are in third place with an
11 - 8 record. Thursday practice
sessions have consistently attracted seven to eight shooters;
so if you’d like to see how
matches are run and want to
join in; come to the indoor range

by 7PM. Contact me
at
hdrider056@gmail.com if interested. Stu Saposnik
GOAL: GOAL is awaiting news
about the suits against AG Maura
Healey from the United States
Supreme Court. The court is
currently on winter break.
Hopefully they will take up our
case when they come back.
If you like gun raffles, GOAL is in
the midst of their Spring
Giveaway. Twenty guns including
rifle, shot guns, pistols and
revolvers are up for grabs. Go to
the GOAL web site and purchase
your tickets. You can win
multiple times. All proceeds go
to GOAL to help keep our guns
rights ours Steve Noyes
EDUCATION: The Bass River
Instructors Group held a very
successful Home Firearms Safety
class on February 8, 2020. Seven
attendees were taught and
shown the fundamentals of long
guns and hand guns with plenty

of hands-on time. Following the
classroom portion the class went
down stairs for live fire. All
graduates had a fun time and
plenty of feedback shows why
Bass River is a premiere
environment to learn the skills
knowledge and attitude to
become a responsible firearms
owner. The next Home Firearms
Safety class will be held April 4,
2020. Sign up on the web site.
Steve Noyes
NO DUMPING! There is to be
no dumping of any kind at the
club.
If you see someone
dumping, please try to get a
license plate #. Contact John
O’Connor. 385-8794.
ALL COMMITTEE CHAIRS:
Please provide information about
your
committee
promptly.
Deadline is Sunday after the
Board of Directors Meeting.
Cheryl Cerbone
operations@bassriverrodandgun
.com

All members must carry their CURRENT Membership Cards while on the property. Do not allow anyone to enter unless you have
viewed a current membership card. Please read and follow the range rules that are posted at the indoor and outdoor ranges. The Board
of Directors may suspend or expel any member of the club who does not comply with the posted range safety rules.
If you need further clarification of these rules, please contact Chris Whiting, Stu Saposnik or John Vanderhoef.
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MARCH IS
A TASTE OF ITALY
AT
BASS RIVER ROD & GUN CLUB!

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION FOR DINNER
EARLY!
508-375-9395, OPTION 3.
LEAVE A MESSAGE FOR
CHEF LARRY
MANGIA!

A special report by Gun Owners’ Action League detailing
the failure of twenty years of gun control in the Commonwealth.
Two decades ago the Commonwealth of Massachusetts passed a sweeping set of new gun laws known as the
Gun Control Act of 1998. It was passed on the heels of the Federal “Assault Weapons” ban in 1994. The
Massachusetts’ legislation is listed in the legislative records as Chapter 180 of the Acts of 1998 and is
commonly referred to as “Chapter 180.” The bill contained eighty sections of new gun law and was approved
on July 23, 1998.
The following findings represent two decades of evidence after the passage of these new “gun control” laws.
The report utilizes the latest available information at the time.
When determining the success, or failure, of gun laws it is vitally important to break it down into at least three
major categories in order to determine the effectiveness. This is incredibly important, as different types of
problems need different solutions. For instance, we would not try to solve a suicide issue the same way we
would attempt to address a homicide issue. To rationally address a potential problem, success or failure the
three major categories are:
1. Firearm Safety, as measured by firearm related accidental deaths;
2. Criminal Use of Firearms, as measured by firearm related murders;
3. Suicides by means of firearms.
Quite often the proponents of gun control simply use the term “gun death rate” as they tout the successes of
Chapter 180. This method does not accurately reflect the true story as proven in the following findings.
Firearm Safety (Accidental Deaths)
Massachusetts has historically enjoyed a very low accidental death rate with guns. This is due to law abiding
gun owners taking the lead in making safety programs widely available to the general public. Gun Owners’
Action League, and our local affiliates, have been providing firearm safety education for many decades. A
parallel program is also provided nationally through the Hunter Education Program. Hunter Ed, as it is referred
to, was established in 1970 and is funded through excise taxes on firearms. It should be noted that all of these
gun safety programs are exclusively funded by gun owners themselves.
Historically and currently the government of the Commonwealth does not contribute any financial resources to
gun safety programs. This is despite the millions of dollars in firearm licensing fees it collects on an annual
basis. It is perhaps ironic at best that a state that supposedly prides itself on gun safety, actually takes no part
in it.
One only needs to compare the accidental death rates with motor vehicles. In 1998 there were approximately
4.5 million licensed drivers in the Commonwealth resulting in 473 fatalities in motor vehicle accidents.
Compare this to 1.5 million licensed gun owners (at the time) and only 2 accidental fatalities. Statistically there
is no comparison in the safety factor.
As for accidental gun fatalities, since Chapter 180 was passed there has been no decrease in firearm related
accidental deaths. Perhaps that is because statistically there never was a problem. That statement is always
hard to accept in a society when it is often said “if it only saves one life”. But the harsh realty is that in 2015
Massachusetts lost 1,751 to overdoses/poisons, 732 to falls and 416 people to transportation related
accidents. Only one person was killed that year in a gun accident and the data does not reflect if that may have
been as a result of criminal activity. The evidence clearly shows that Massachusetts gun control laws, including
mandatory gun storage laws, have had no effect on accidental deaths.

Criminal Use of Firearms (Homicides)
When originally passed into law, Chapter 180 was promoted to the general public as an attempt at “leading the
nation in common sense gun control” as a means in reducing gun violence. That being the case, very specific
data needs to be looked at to assess any success or failure of said laws.
Massachusetts’ gun control advocates often herald that the state maintains the second to the lowest “gun
death rate” in the country. However, when the data is separated out to reflect gun related homicides that claim
does not stand up.
The new 2017 FBI crime report recently released shows that Massachusetts actually ranks 12th in the United
States for gun related homicides. For years, so-called gun control advocates touted Massachusetts’ gun laws
as a great success story in reducing gun homicides while harshly criticizing our northern New England
neighbors for having supposed weak gun laws. The 2017 FBI crime report statistics paints a far different
picture. In fact, since the infamous passage of the 1998 Gun Control Act, the Commonwealth’s gun related
murder rate has increased from 1.06 (per hundred thousand) to 1.45. Where is the success?
In the graph below, we examined the FBI Uniform Crime reports in 1998, 2011, 2014 and 2017. From this data
it is easy to determine that Massachusetts is not the second to the lowest when it comes to gun related
homicide rates. In fact in 2011, a particularly bad year in the Commonwealth, Massachusetts was actually
ranked number seventeen in the nation. (Firearm Related Murder Rate by State, Per 100,000 2011 FBI Crime
Report) What the data actually shows is that the three northern New England states have consistently lower
murder rates (per 100,000) than Massachusetts. In only one of the years represented (2014) did Vermont
exceed Massachusetts.
According to the report, New Hampshire has the 2nd lowest gun related murder rate with a 0.5 per 100,000,
nearly one-third that of Massachusetts, which is 1.45 (per 100,000). Maine comes in 6th place with a 0.9 (per
100,000) and Vermont in 8th place with a 0.96 (per 100,000). The facts are clear that those states that are
often blamed for “weak gun laws” are, in fact, much safer places to live.
If one takes into consideration all types of murder, the 2017 FBI crime report, shows Massachusetts drops to
13th place with a 2.49 per 100,000 rating. No surprise, New Hampshire continues to rank as the safest state in
the nation with a rating of 1.04 per 100,000. Maine and Vermont also beat the Commonwealth again ranking
5th and 8th places, respectively.

Perhaps the true assessment in any gun laws passed in the Commonwealth is to compare the state to itself
from the point at which the law was enacted. With nearly two decades of data to review, it should be easy to
determine success or failure.
Within the Massachusetts Department of Public Health there is a program called the Injury Surveillance
Program (ISP). This program tracks injuries and deaths throughout the state in several different categories and
manners.
For the purposes of assessing the 1998 Gun Control Act’s effect at reducing gun deaths from violence we can
look directly at the data collected By the FBI Crime Reports and the State’s ISP Reports regarding gun related
homicides.
According to ISP reports, in the four years preceding Chapter 180, there was a drastic decrease in gun related
homicides in Massachusetts. Immediately following the passage of Chapter 180, gun related homicides began
to rise. At one point the number of firearm related murders more than doubled. In 2011 and 2012 there was a
decline mirroring the national decline that began in 2007. It is important to note that the State’s decline was
years behind the national trend. Even with this, the numbers were still not an improvement from 1998 and the
numbers are rising again.

Even if we look at gun related assault injuries that did not result in deaths, but rather hospital stays tracked by
ISP there is still a major increase. In 1998 there were 96 reported gun assault injuries and in 2105 there were
236. This represents more than doubling the number of gun assault injuries since the passage of Chapter 180.
Commonwealth’s gun laws have been a massive failure to address gun crime.

Suicides
Suicides are a national epidemic that will have to be addressed in a serious manner at some point.
Massachusetts lost a golden opportunity to do so during the so-called “Red Flag” bill debates. Despite GOAL’s
attempts to provide direct help for people suffering from mental health issues, the new law is void of it.
When reviewing any success with gun related suicides, in regards to Chapter 180 it must first be noted that
Massachusetts has a very low suicide rate, in general, compared to the rest of the nation. This includes
suicides by any means. The Commonwealth normally ranks in the lowest four or five states. Among these
consistently are New York, New Jersey and the District of Columbia (DC). This is an interesting dichotomy as
DC is consistently the murder capital of the country.
However, it is easy to speculate why these states have an overall low suicide rate and that is simply the quality
of, and access to, mental health care. As much as it could be improved in the Commonwealth, it is still one of
the best in the country. In every chart regarding general suicide numbers, the more rural a state is, the higher
the suicide rate is. Massachusetts is consistently at the lower end of the spectrum and states like Montana
normally at the higher end.
The Commonwealth’s well below average suicide rate is the reason why proponents of Chapter 180 use the
term “Gun Death Rate”. It is a disingenuous means of making the law artificially appear successful. Supporters
of gun control would argue that the gun laws are responsible for the State’s low suicide rate, but there is no
evidence to support that claim.
While there has been some reduction in gun related suicides, the results are somewhat sporadic. For instance
in 1998 there were 153 gun related suicides and while for many years those numbers dropped it spiked back
up to 152 in 2012. Before the State can celebrate any success, other means of suicide need to be examined to
ensure people did not just simply shift to another means of suicide. The horrible conclusion is that they did and
in even higher numbers.

When comparing suicides by other means within the Commonwealth, suicides by poison and guns seem to
track together fairly well. (It should be noted that Poison/Drug numbers are recorded as intentional suicides,
not overdoses that represent a vastly higher number.) This data would give evidence that the gun laws were
not the reason for any temporary drop, but rather a statewide trend for these means.

A startling finding is beginning in the year 2000, just two years after the passage of Chapter 180, there was a
drastic increase in suicides by hanging/suffocation. In the latest data from the ISP Reports from 2015, suicide
by hanging and suffocation is now far more than guns, drugs and poison combined. Between the passage of
Chapter 180 in 1998 and 2015, suicides in Massachusetts have increased some 28% using the top three
means. This is another catastrophic failure of Massachusetts gun control. It also represents the State’s
continuing failure to address the human element.

Violent Crime
While “violent crime”, as defined by the FBI, is not necessarily related to guns, it is a very good litmus test as to
the overall safety of a state. As a result, we thought it very important to include it in this report. The narrative
that Massachusetts’ gun laws are keeping its residents safer than the vast majority of other states is simply
FALSE.
The FBI definition of “Violent Crime”: In the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) Program, violent crime is
composed of four major offenses, these include murder and non-negligent manslaughter, forcible rape,
robbery, and aggravated assault. Violent crimes are defined in the UCR Program as those offenses which
involve force or threat of force.
When compiling the data on violent crime, Maine is the safest state in the nation with a rating of 121.0 (per
hundred thousand). Vermont is second with 165.8 and New Hampshire comes in third with a 198.7.
In contrast, Massachusetts a violent crime rate of 358.0 putting it in 26th place when it comes to being a safe
state. The Commonwealth’s violent crime rate is nearly three times that of Maine.
According to the violent crime data, the Commonwealth is arguably the most dangerous state in the
northeastern United States. The states in our region that are safer, in order are: Maine, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Connecticut, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and New York.

Conclusion
After reviewing all of the data provided to us by our government sources the only conclusion that can be
logically reached is that Massachusetts gun laws have been, and continue to be, an abject failure in all three
categories.
Firearm Safety (Accidental Deaths) – Nearly two decades of data from the state has proven that there has
been no reduction in gun related accidental deaths. This is in part because statistically there was not an issue
in the first place.
Criminal Use of Firearms (Murder & Assaults) – In comparing both state and national data, Massachusetts gun
related murders are up approximately 30% over the 1998 numbers. This represents a failure of the laws to
keep citizens safer.
Suicides – While there was a slight drop in firearm related suicides for a few years, that drop paralleled a
similar decline in suicides by poisons. As a result, the data shows there was no correlation with the new gun
laws and any decline. Further evidence is there was vast increase in suicides from hanging/suffocation in the
Commonwealth. This is further proof that because the state focused on the thing and not the human criminal
element, suicides increased drastically.
The passage of Chapter 180, and subsequent laws, caused hundreds of thousands of people to lose their civil
rights or have them unreasonably restricted. Lawful gun owners have been persecuted, prosecuted and beaten
down for no justifiable reason. The gun laws on whole are so complex and convoluted that the government,
including law enforcement, does not understand them.
In general these laws have been, and likely will continue to be, a failure on every level. Even Boston Mayor
Walsh has said that Massachusetts gun laws are ineffective. The idea that Massachusetts’ gun laws have
been a success is a false and dangerous narrative. Dangerous because people are falsely being led to believe
that the Commonwealth’s gun laws are keeping them safe. Because of that, citizens continue to suffer from
increasing crime.

ATTENTION MEMBERS:

IF YOU KNOW OF ANY CAPE OR
LOCAL SOURCE FOR CLEAN, FREE
OR CHEAP 55- GALLON PLASTIC
BARRELS, PLEASE CONTACT TIM
KENT OR STEVE NOYES
TIM – TJKENT@COMCAST.NET
STEVE – STEVENNOYES@COMCAST.NET
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